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EDITORIAL NOTE
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How to teach and how does one learn? Leaving behind the theories and principles,
since time immemorial, even before the human kind started dwelling in modern civilization, there has been teaching and passing of life’s experiences in the form of
skills to the next generations. Before the skill of writing developed, the Hindus in
India, thousands of years back developed “Shruti” (transmitted orally), to pass on
their knowledge and skill to the next generation. They were later collected and written
down in the collections called “Vedas” which formed the oldest veritable collection of
complex knowledge of the human kind ranging from astrology to philosophy, biology
to medical science, meditation to ritualistic teachings and so on. To quote the German philologist Max Mueller, “If I were asked under what sky the human mind has
most fully developed some of its choicest gifts, has most deeply pondered on the
greatest problems of life and has found solutions, I should point to India”.
The Samundra Spirit continues to aim at passing on the skill and life’s learning of the
older generation of seafarers to the next. We scrounge the experiences of the veterans among us either in the faculty and teachers or the superintendents, managers
with years of sailing experience to share in the pages of our Samundra Spirit. The
net result could be seen once again in this issue. We are happy to present an eclectic
collection of experiences and learning from these veterans, topics ranging from the
practical leadership onboard a ship, normal operational procedure like bunkering or
cargo manifold disconnection going wrong and the listing of ships due to breach in
transverse stability or the Righting Lever. We have presented reports from the industry veterans participating in the seminars for the ESM sailing officers. We have also
continued with the next part of the Blast from Past and the Is your ship making profit
– one sharing experience and another on commercial knowledge which are very critical for a modern day sailor.

Our Editorial Team wants to hear from you!

SIMS’s endeavour has been all along to create a unique learning environment which
goes beyond teaching a skill to earn a livelihood. Seafaring, as tradition goes, is far
more than that. In her message to the would be seafarers, Prof. (Mrs.) Rupa Shah,
member of SIMS Governing Council and a veteran educationist has rightly extols the
spirit of the sea and the ocean and the teachings that it imparts to the sailors.

If you wish to submit any feedbacks and/or
contributions, feel free to write to the Editor at:
samundraspirit@samundra.com

We do believe, SIMS and ESM together will build that character and personality
among the cadets and officers for them to successfully shape and lead the future
maritime industry for the better.

*Please note we reserve the right to publish your
letters/articles or an edited version of it in all print
& electronic media.

In the end, as our message to the young would be seafarers, let me quote the former
US president Mr. Theodore Roosevelt, “Far better it is to dare mighty things, to win
glorious triumphs even though checkered by failure, than to rank with those poor
spirits who neither enjoy nor suffer much because they live in the gray twilight that
knows neither victory nor defeat.”
Wishing you a very happy, safe and prosperous new year to
all our readers!
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Message from Prof. Rupa Shah
Dear “Jal-farers”,
Greetings to you!
As Samundraites you will be enjoying ‘Jaldarshan’ during a major part of your
career. To succeed in life, the sea and the sailing, must become your passion, - a
beholden yet silent attraction. You must be the sailors with ardent urge to be in
the waters!
The sea is an ever changing dynamic creation of the Universe. It appears static
from a distance thus it charms us, the apparent still waters attract us as laymen.
But, its rage, ravages us, the ensuing combat is a trial unto itself.
These are, dear cadets, lessons one must learn and imbibe. The tranquillity of the
waters, must be our temperament, the gurgling and rumblings below the surface teach us anticipation and preparation to withstand the wrath that eventually
comes to the surface.
Combat with the natural elements requires great amount of grit, stamina and
mental preparation. Cultivate it, keep it ever ready – which must be your forte.
One learns to tame the rudiments, so also our minds, to harness the sea is no small
task but today we have, and thus to use our own personal strengths to sagacity
and training and knowledge given to you by your mentors in the institute and
wisdom given to us by our sages of yore is for you to absorb and nurture.
You would be sailing your ship, across the high seas and in congested waters,
where you learn and you must know how to manoeuvre! As a precautionary cover,
not timidity, we may reduce power during congestion or adversities and surface
in full glory at high seas and sail with full might and confidence. You must imbibe
these techniques in your life and career. This will give you the pride of being a true
Samundraite.
The “Samundra” has much for all of us to observe, absorb, learn, and implement
- Sharp perceptions make you an astute sea-farer, being sensitive will make you
humane - the salt of life!
Go forth ye Samundraites,
Horizons await thee.
Let success be your anchor
And achievement, your port.

Prof. Rupa Shah
Former Vice-Chancellor, SNDT Women’s University, Mumbai
Member, Governing Council, SIMS
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DOWN THE MEMORY LANE

Blast from Past (Part III)

Braving Missile Attack by Iraqi Warplanes

AI Ahood with fully flooded Engine Room

In the last installment, we published about the crew of an ill-fated Super tanker Al Ahood abandoning the burning inferno after
the last futile search for the chief
cook and clambering down to the
life boat for an uncertain destiny in
a cold dark night at the sea. What
happened to those 41 brave crew
and their family members, including three ladies and two children
huddled in a single life boat and
how they were finally rescued and
thrown to another inhospitable
life ashore is the fodder of this
installment… All along we would
like to remind that the story has
been reconstructed through the
memories of some of the crew
members and family and with the
passing of time the specific details
could have been lost. Once again,
this is only a story of mariners’
spirit and struggle to come out
victorious under absolute difficult
and daring circumstances.
Ship’s crew had also lowered the life rafts
and tied them with the lifeboat which proved
handy for carrying extra equipment such as
emergency flares etc. Emergency rockets
and flares were fired by ship’s crew at intervals as they waited to be rescued. Radio
Officer Shringarpure (presently part of the
manning team in ESM, Mumbai) tried sending distress signals & messages repeatedly
on 2182 KHz Radio Telephone and 500 KHz
Wireless Telegraph on Life boat emergency
transmitter. All were in vain! He didn’t receive any response at all.

Sitting huddled in the boat lost in their reverie, all were in a state of despair, disbelief
and shock; despite having sailed through
these same waters for many months before
and wondering about the hostility hidden in
that calm and seemingly friendly waters!
The children and the wives of radio officer
and second engineer were most traumatized by the events. Children were feeling
nauseous and were shivering in the cold
desert wind blowing. Mrs. Rama Chhabra,
chief engineer’s wife recalls consoling other
wives and children to her best during the
long boat ride in the dark night, while they
watched their ship smoldering ferociously
at a distance. She started chanting Gayatri Mantra (Hindu religious verses) aloud to
give all of them calm and solace, till the tired
kids stopped shivering and finally dozed off
to sleep in her lap. She felt helpless looking at her husband, Chief Engineer Balbir
who was at the stern of the boat, stoically
bearing the intense pain from the bursting
of his blisters which he had developed from
severe burn injuries. However, it was once
again the indomitable spirit of a seafarer
that woke up to see the brighter side of life!
Third officer Vinod Anthony took to himself
to keep the morale of the people in the boat
up by cracking jokes, singing etc, to loosen
the mood and bring hope to the crowd.
As per the practices during wartimes, all
vessels were plying without navigational
lights; making it difficult to see whether
there were any ships around them for rescue. They watched in anguish as the flames
leaped up on the Al Ahood, with loud blasts
from engine room tanks, gas bottles etc. In
that fiery orange light, they also tried to des-

Capt. Arun Sundaram
Director , Operations
ESM, Singapore
perately search for any vessel in the vicinity. Even though they did detect a couple of
vessels passing by, none seemed to have
noticed them to come for their rescue. It was
indeed a very long night for them, especially
with the increasing queasy and seasick feeling caused by the surrounding choppy sea
and gusting winds; to a point when, even
the seasick tablets distributed by the captain could not help them!
Finally at about 4:30 AM, away from their
burning and blazing home, a vessel was
noticed approaching towards them. R/O
Shringarpure frenetically communicated
with light signal and the ship responded. In
the next hour, they were plucked up by the
Greek flagged vessel, which was heading
for Kharg Island. Greek rescuers who were
very gentle to the rescued seafarers and
families, tried to provide all possible comfort
to them. Along with tea, coffee, sandwiches,
cigarettes, the rescuers also offered warm
blankets and consolations to the traumatised crew. From the rescue vessel, Capt.
Gopalakrishanan sent out a message to the
company about the incident and their current status. Chief Engineer was later airlifted by helicopter from this vessel for an
urgent treatment.
The Naval officer who came by helicopter
for the initial report on the Greek rescue
vessel commented to the Master that each
missile cost almost as much as his ship
and wondered as to how the Iraqis could

have wastefully fired two missiles at them! In
the next couple of hours, the rescued crew
reached Kharg Island with some just wearing
boiler suits while some were without shoes.
Regardless, all arrived without any identification documents – but grateful for their lives.
The crew members were finally handed over
to the Iranian immigration authorities and all
of them were provided with a “refugee” status. The Chief Engineer who had earlier been
rushed to the hospital for his burn injuries,
returned to the shelter later in the day after
an initial treatment. His quick return only explained the obvious; that during wartimes, the
country kept its limited medical facilities for
its own citizens than foreigners. The others,
after the arrival formalities with the immigration
were led to the dormitory and were told to wait
for their one way travel documents from the
Indian embassy.
Company had made contact with the agents
and arrangements were made to provide the
crew with all their urgent needs and the Agent
had promised to bring them all those. But finally when he arrived late night at the dormitory,
he had nothing but three scarves for the ladies!
He explained that “It is most important that ladies wear these scarves and cover their heads
as it’s the law here”. For others they had to
wait for their urgent need of personal items like
toothpaste and soaps etc till the next morning.
Next day was another day with scenes reminiscent of a refugee camp with people searching for bare necessities. They dug into the big
heap of Salvation Army type clothes and made
themselves comfortable with two sets of free
sized clothes since something is always better
than nothing!
They spent two long nights at Kharg Island.
Nights at the shelter were particularly scary for
all of them, as the heavy sounds of shelling
and gunfire kept them awake. The drones of
the airplanes made them jump and they were
starkly made aware of the real dangers lurking
around them. Captain kept receiving daily updates of the fire still raging on the vessel. from
the local authorities and fire brigade. Further,
looking back, they did recall the agent who
was co-operative and did whatever best he
could do considering the wartime conditions.

KNOWLEDGE
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Repairing Stern Tube Seals in
Afloat Condition
Preamble:
It is a rare event for seafarers to
witness repairing of Stern tube
seals while the ship is afloat. Mr.
S. Viswanathan, Principal, SIMS,
Lonavala recalls such an event in
one of his ships and shares the
experiences with the readers. The
author was then sailing as Third
Engineer in a Liberian Flagged
product tanker of 29000 Tons,
on time charter to a Brazilian Oil
Company.
During one of the voyages in the south Atlantic, the vessel’s stern tube starting leaking lubricating oil and in a 12 day voyage,
10000 ltrs of Stern tube lubricating oil was
lost to the sea in spite of best efforts put in
from the ship staff. The vessel went off hire
at Rio-de Genero and anchored. Specialist
from the U.K. was called in and the triple
seal system of Stern tube was repaired successfully in 48 hours. and the vessel was
made seaworthy.
Repair of the Stern tube seals:
During the voyage, the ship staff tried various methods to stop/ reduce the lub.oil leakage without success. The stern tube oil was
mixed with high viscosity oil such as gear oil
and cylinder oil, adjusting the head of the
gravity tank by means of rigging up a portable tank and continuous purification of the
lube oil.
Preparations for repair:
When the vessel anchored, plans were
made, precautions taken to ensure safe operation of the Boiler, (Boilers are fitted with
gauge glasses in the aft side of the drum
as is done in most of the ships), auxiliary
engines (Dip stick is always provided in
the aft), fuel, lub. Oil, water, and other tank
levels to prevent overflow etc. The shafting

What happened thereafter, how the crew got
their documents and made their way back
home – what was the reaction of the author after seeing the ship which he had commanded
just a few weeks ago, post the blasts – will be
in the next Samundra Spirit.
Till then safe sailing!

Stern tube assembly

S.Viswanathan
Principal
SIMS, Lonavala
system was locked in place to prevent longitudinal movement and by ballasting forward tanks, the ship was trimmed down by
head (vessel was on ballast) to expose the
propeller shaft and seal cover.
A barge was employed for providing access
to the stern tube seal; a working platform
was fabricated and installed under the
stern frame. The stern tube system oil was
drained into the tank in the engine room after which the seal cover was opened and
the seal assembly drawn out. The damaged
seals were renewed with the new seals cut
into two halves and rubber welding (vulcanized) was carried out to make the seal one
piece around the shaft.
The scored part of the shaft was avoided by
inserting a spacer ring between the stern
tube boss and the seal cover and the seal
assembly refitted.
To everyone’s relief, when the ship trim was
corrected, there was no oil or water leakage. Though the repairs were done in 28
hrs, the condition of the seal system was
monitored for leakages for the next 20 hrs,
keeping the Main Engine Turning Gear on.
Conclusion:
Though the actual repairs done were simple, it was tricky due to its location and the
amount of labour put in. If anything going
wrong it would have to be done all over.
Through out the repair period, the vessel
was like a sitting duck without propulsive
power and steering. Thanks to weather
condition, professional commitment of the
repair crew and the ship staff, the job was
safely completed.
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Electronic Chart Display and Information System
Will Paper Charts be Soon Obsolete?
“With paper charts, you have to figure out where you are and what
to avoid.
With ECDIS, it shows you where you are and where it’s safe to go.”
- Capt. Dave McLeish, USCG

Capt. V.R. Krishnan
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala
•
•

The present scenario
STCW Convention mandates that
commercial shipping is required to
carry up to date navigational charts
and publications. Paper charts and
publications need to be manually
updated which is tedious and time
consuming. ECDIS (Electronic Chart
Display and Information System),
which will become a mandatory
part of maritime navigation in future is set to change all this.
IMO Regulations for ECDIS including training of Officers
IMO regulations require that ECDIS will have
to be installed onboard all merchant vessels
in a phased manner from 2012 to 2018 as
shown below
All navigating officers must undergo a suitable
training course by the specific deadline. IMO
model course 1.27 stipulates the minimum
requirements for a five-day training course;
however, there is confusion amongst flag
states over the amount of training a deck officer would need.
What are the implications for ship owners?
It would cost anything between $20,000 to
$50,000 for a ship owner to install an ECDIS
system. There are over 30 different systems

available from over 25 manufacturers, which
are now type approved and meeting IMO performance standards for ECDIS. Ship owners
could manage huge cost savings by installing
2 ECDIS on board a vessel. IMO regulations
state that if two independent systems are
installed, then the ship can eliminate paper
charts completely from the bridge. However
the system must comply with latest Performance Standards.
Further the onus for ECDIS training also lies
with the owners, who are required to give their
officers both, generic and type specific training in the equipment.
What are the benefits of an ECDIS over paper charts system?
The purpose of an ECDIS is to promote safety and an enhanced maritime environment.
ECDIS has however thrown open many issues that are yet to be resolved but surely it
can make things easier.
Some advantages of an ECDIS System on
board would be:
• Easy chart handling & management including corrections, updating and procurement
• Almost real-time positions available at all
times
• Easier passage planning, execution and
monitoring of ship’s position
• Less storage space required for charts and
publications

Alarms are automatically set up as desired
for anti-grounding and collision avoidance
Weather, Radar and AIS data can be superimposed on single display

What are the limitations of ECDIS ?
• Chart Accuracy may be affected		
“Zoom” in facility on an ECDIS chart to
scales beyond the intended accuracy of
the charted information.
• Technical limitation of other input devices 				
ECDIS accuracy also depends on the
technical limitation of other devices such
as GPS, Gyro, Echo sounder, Log & Radar, etc., which feeds data into ECDIS.
• Information Overload		
A much cluttered display screen causes
information overload and can seriously degrade navigation safety and could result in
a “technology-assisted incident”.
• Familiarization of ECDIS			
Time and efforts required by Officers to
master the ECDIS prior to their first navigational watch.
What are the training issues?
If training is inadequate and officers, who are
poorly trained in vital ship-specific equipment
are placed in positions of critical responsibility, accidents may continue to occur. To add
to this systemic risk, if poor practices are followed, or the ECDIS is used for purposes it
was not intended for (AIS in collision avoidance) an accident then becomes a statistical
probability
Can we resolve the training issues ?
Yes, some of the training loopholes which
have already been considered for plugging
are:• Navigating Officers must not forget that
lookout and enhanced situational awareness in close quarters situations or the
proximity of hazards should be handled
with common sense.
• Younger Officers of today seem to be electronically savvy. They are more prone to
sending SMS on the AIS to other ships in
close quarters situations or relying absolutely on radar CPAs alone (regardless of
stabilization) when risk of collision exists.
• Incomplete familiarity with equipment and
its limitations, is not uncommon with junior

SHARING EXPERIENCE

•

officers either.
Some senior Officers and Masters are not
technologically inclined, and tend to use
modern equipment in a limited way, sticking to only those functions they are familiar
with and no more.

What else can be done?
Standardization of equipment is the key:
It has been seen that regardless of the manufacturer, Radars have standardized controls
and displays. The controls for gain, clutter,
tuning, range, rings, VRM, EBL etc are usually
intuitively placed, and in similar locations. The
terminology used: CPA, TCPA, Head Up, True
Motion, Trial manoeuvres, Trails, Vectors etc.,
are identical regardless of whether the Radar
is of Italian, German, Japanese, American or
European make.
ECDIS controls must also be similarly standardized. IMO must mandate, in detail, that the
controls and terminology used in the ECDIS
be standardized for ease of use and navigational safety, and that manuals be comprehensive.
Conclusions:
• Generic training is mandatory now. Typespecific training is also very essential.
• It takes some months of operating with
ECDIS onboard a ship before operators
are comfortable enough. Forcing the pace
of this is therefore undesirable.
• The risks of ECDIS are over-reliance.
ECDIS is a navigation aid, “not the be all
and end all”.
• Standardization of procedures is required
for operating ECDIS onboard.
• All available means must be used to maintain safe navigation. One must avoid
“deluge of data” (resulting from too many
overlays or inputs).
Just like the VHF which has helped in saving
more lives at sea irrespective of the fact that
there have been more than a few ‘VHF aided
collisions’ at sea due to misuse, the correct
use of ECDIS and the realization of its full potential would certainly enhance safety of navigation in the long run.

Bunkering Incidents
Bunkering is only one of the normal operating procedures but is
catagorised as a critical operation
under ISM Code. Bunkering operations contribute to a considerable
numbers of all oil spill incidents.
This, despite the fact that, all companies
have strictly laid down the correct procedures to be followed for safe bunkering.
Most of these incidents are caused due to
careless operation by crew members such
as bad communication, incomplete confirmation, wrong handling of valves etc.
These kind of human errors can cause enormous damage to environment, credibility of
operator (Owner/Management company)
and ship’s crew themselves.
These incidents can be reduced by educating everyone on board about safe and effective ways of handling or transferring oil.
Oil has very high dispersion factor and even
small spill from bunkering or other operation
can affect large water surface area.
Apart from filling innumerable checklists,
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due to their typical layout, there are number
of small bunker tanks. Some are even
placed below the lowest cargo decks (Double bottom FO tanks). Air vents for such
tanks can have some design defects and often are placed far from . On one such ship,
FO spouted from sounding cap as soon as
it was opened for sounding. The spouting
oil sprayed on to the precious cargo cars
around. Obviously, the tank was pressurized! Upon investigation, it was found out
that the vent line was blocked, in horizontal
section, due to loosened rust. Checking of
escaping air from a tank’s vent is a very normal check to be carried out in the beginning
and at each tank change over. Above incident could have been easily prevented, had
this simple routine check been carried out.
Another such incident highlights the importance of checking a completed tank’s
sounding. Upon changing over the first bunker tank, same tank spilled oil on deck after some time. Fuel oil leaked in to the tank
even after the valve was tightly shut. It was
later revealed that the Neoprene seat of
the butterfly valve was damaged and a big
piece came loose causing the oil to leak in
the tank. The flaw here was, sounding was
not checked after change over of the tank.
It is imperative to continue sounding of the
completed tank for awhile to ensure against
accidental/ undesired filling. In all the above

www.oil-spill-info.com

Bunkering in progress
a very high degree of alertness is of paramount importance.

cases, checklists were filled but the essence was lost.

In one such incident, the trim of the ship in
the beginning of bunkering was 3m. No one
bothered to check same if it had changed
during the operation. The bunkering continued with no due consideration for trim
change. The tank was being filled up based
on the 3m trim by stern. Meanwhile the trim
got corrected due to various other reasons
to even keel. Eventually spilling of oil took
place through vent on deck. Fortunately the
spill was contained on deck and no pollution
of water took place.

All these incidents could have been avoided. Proper planning, continued vigilance
and effective implementation of bunkering/
oil transfer procedures
are key points to ensure
safe completion of bunkering operation.

In case of PCC (Pure Car Carriers) ships,

Abhiram Wakankar
Faculty, Marine Engineering
SIMS, Lonavla
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stability parlance.

The Righting Lever and Listing of a Ship

On a bright afternoon some 34
years back, scores of onlookers
near the port of Kolkata (then Calcutta) watched a strange sight of a
passenger cum cargo ship of 1950
vintage, limping into the locks from
Hooghly River – M.V. State of Haryana was seen precariously listed
as she was delicately being pulled
into the lock! Many rushed to ogle
and some took pictures of such
an unusual sight, while the ship’s
Master had to continuously request
passengers not to crowd around either port or starboard side with the
fear of increasing list further rather
than try to correct the list by moving them to desired side! Crew obviously were desperately trying to
juggle to keep the transit safe for all
the 1,200 odd passengers together
with the cargo of logs and matchsticks from Port Blair to Kolkata.
The fact that M.V State of Haryana (ex- M.V.
Santhia, the pride of British India Ships and
at one time ferrying the high-brow passengers
from Mumbai to East African ports), from Shipping corporation of India survived to arrive at
the port was indeed a master’s stroke by the
captain of the vessel. However, not very many
ships in the history of merchant navy would
have survived such heavy angle of loll. Of
course that’s another story that the vessel was
subsequently scrapped a few months later in
Mumbai (then Bombay).
As late as July, 2009, M.V. “Asian Forest”
loaded with iron ore developed angle of loll
within two hours of leaving port. The crew
abandoned ship before the ship capsized and
sank. M.V.Black Rose loaded the same cargo
in the month of September 2009 and sank

Righting Lever (GZ):
By the time of the late 1800’s and early 20th
century, the steel steamships had arrived
and so did occasional load of on deck light
stowage factor cargo such as timber, or much
lighter furnace coke, would take place. By this
time the understanding of the need to identify
the centre of gravity and the centre of buoyancy of the ship and cargo as a whole was
very relevant. The cargo plan of deck cargoes,
before departing to sea, would of course include much in the way of wire lashing, stanchions, chains and rigging screws, all to hold
the deck cargo in place during sea passage.
Needless to say, similar attention to cargo
securing would also take place with under
deck stowage, particularly with any large and
weighty items.

Olaf Olsen (left), Advisory Consultant
SIMS, Lonavala
&
Capt. Vivek Tyagi (right), Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala
even before leaving Paradip Port after having
developed heavy angles of loll.
Although historically controversial, the phenomenon could have been seen even centuries ago when King Henry VIII’s favourite battleship, the ‘Mary Rose’, built with a multitude
of decks above waterline, all accommodating
several hundred people capsized and lost
within no time due a heavy angle of loll!
Perhaps that was the beginning of learning
about transverse stability of a ship and its imaginary hull righting lever. The lever marked
GZ in the adjoining diagram is aptly referred to
as the righting lever and is the perpendicular
distance between the centre of gravity and the
vertical through the centre of buoyancy. Both
the forces act in opposite direction forming a
couple creating an effect to bring the ship to
“upright” position, if it’s heeled (inclined due to
external forces such as winds, waves, heavy
seas and swells.)
The point (Marked M in the diagram) at
which a vertical line through the heeled centre of buoyancy crosses the line through the
original, vertical centre of buoyancy is the
metacentre. The metacentre remains directly
above the centre of buoyancy regardless of
the tilt of a floating body, such as a ship. The
distance between the center of gravity and the
metacentre is called the metacentric height.
This distance is also abbreviated as GM in the

At this stage it is more central to think of some
examples of possible problems that can arise,
reducing the righting lever and thereby allowing the ship to become more ‘tender’ (A ship
having a small Metacentric Height or GM will
be “tender” – due to its long roll period. An
excessively low or negative GM will also increase the risk of a ship capsizing in rough
weather. A ship with small GM is less safe if
damaged and partially flooded because the
lower metacentric height leaves less safety
margin than ‘stiff’ (A larger metacentric height,
on the other hand can cause a vessel to be
too “stiff”; excessive stability is uncomfortable
for its crew. This is because the stiff vessel
quickly responds to the external forces inclining the ship. An overly stiff vessel rolls with a
short period and high amplitude which results
in high angular acceleration), indeed allowing
such a small GM righting lever that the ship
could become so slow to come upright after
an angle of heel that she could be described
as near to or actually at an angle of loll, possibly not righting and remaining in that perilous condition.
In the next installment we would be discussing the effect of small or negative GM- angle
of Loll.

To be continued...
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Is your Ship Making Profit? (Part II)
Basics of Commercial Operations
In the previous issue we were introduced to the various entities
involved in the commercial operation of the vessel and the generic form of agreements (Charter
Parties) between the owners and
charterers. We continue the discussion in this issue with other
forms of agreements that are
commonly used and gain an overview of some important terms
and paperwork related to a commercial fixture
Other variations:
Sub Charters: It is common for a Time
charterer (sometimes a voyage charterer
as well) to sublet the vessel’s cargo carrying space to other charterers called, Subcharterers, provided they remain the ‘Head
charterers’ who have an agreement with the
owners. The Vessel’s Master will continue to
be under the commercial instructions of the
head charterers irrespective of the number
of the Sub charterers.
Contract of Affreightment (COA): This a
contract between a Ship owner and Charterer for a long term carriage of cargo/
cargoes between specified ports such that
the agreed quantity is shipped within specified time period. The owner may use any
number of his vessels of a particular size
to accomplish the contract. For example a
COA could be specified as “Hundred thousand cubic meters of Ultra Low Sulphur Gas
OIl in a year’s time in 10,000 cubic metre
shipments”.
Pool Agreements: This is a fairly fresh concept that is popular in today’s times. A group
of charterers form a ‘pool’ of usually similar
size of vessels to maximize their earning capacity and co-operate in the commercial operation of such vessels controlled by them.
The ‘Pool’ can enter into time charter agreements with the owners and the vessel may
be used by any members of the pool.
Documents and Terms:
Charter Party: This is the physical document which contains the terms of agreement between the charterer and the owner.

Most of the terms and clauses are standard
and some of them specific to the agreement
such as speed, Oil major approvals, hire,
trading limits etc.
As Ship Managers and ship staff, we are
obliged to ensure that the vessels operate
and perform in compliance with the terms of
the Charter Party at all times.
Voyage Orders: Whilst the charter party
defines the agreement between owners
and charterers, the Voyage orders are instructions to the Masters from the charterer
detailing the requirements for a particular
fixture. This includes cargo quantity, instructions on cargo documentation, ETA notices,
load / discharge ports etc.
The actions taken by the Master must be
consistent with the voyage orders, this defines their requirement for that particular
voyage.
Laycan: An acronym for Laydays/Cancelling days, this is the date range within
which the owner has to present the vessel
for loading at the named port. If the vessel
arrives earlier it may have to wait until start
of the Laydays to tender her readiness and
if she arrives after the cancelling date, the
charterers have the right to refuse the vessel and render the charter void without any
payment.
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Bill of Lading (B/L): This is a document
that is signed by the Master after the cargo
has been loaded onboard. This is in principle a receipt for the cargo by the ‘Carrier’ i.e,
the Vessel and in most cases the Owners.
The B/L’s are handed over to the charterers
after being signed
by the Master; the
holder of the B/L’s
has the right to
the possession of
the cargo.
Offhire: This is
indeed the big
bad word in ships
commercial operation and entirely
detrimental to the
owner’s
cause.
When the vessel
suffers a delay or
loss which results
in the terms of the
charter party being violated then
the charteres have the right to discount the
time that is lost due to the above from the
hire payment. In other words the vessel
goes ‘off-hire’ for that period of time and the
owners lose the ‘hire’ that Charterers would
have otherwise paid for that time. This could
happen due to a variety of reasons such as
failure of engines, cargo tanks not being
ready for the cargo, delay in cargo operations etc and it is incumbent on the Vessel
and Mangers to avoid such situations at all
times.
As discussed earlier, Commercial Shipping
business is vast and diversified, most part
of vessel operations is left to the experts
ashore. Ensuring that the owners stand to
benefit commercially remains one of the
foremost responsibility of the Ship’s staff.
A prudent officer would do well to gain an
insight into the vessel’s role in commercial
management at an early stage. For a senior
officer onboard, commercial Jurisprudence
becomes an implied responsibility and the
owner may stand to lose or gain depending
on how a ship’s staffs exercise this duty.

Capt. Rajesh Subramanian
Senior Marine Superintendent
ESM, Singapore
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Know your Ship
Chemical Tanker

KNOWLEDGE

Chemical tankers are usually divided into
two kinds, the parcel chemical tanker capable of carrying many kinds of chemical
cargoes including petroleum products and
exclusive chemical tankers carrying limited
types of chemical cargoes.
As per the definition in IBC code and Annex II of MARPOL 73/78, chemical tanker
is defined as a tanker used for carriage of
dangerous chemicals and/or noxious liquid
substances in bulk.
Group of Ship Type
Chemical tankers are designed according to
one of the following standards as per IBC
code:

The industrial use of chemicals
has grown massively especially as
the globalization and trade have
spread over the past several decades. Since the sea transportation
is one of the most economical
methods of transporting goods in
bulk quantities across the globe,
the trade of chemicals via the water-route is of vital importance for
the industry and global trade.
Chemical Tankers, specialize in carrying
dangerous chemicals across the oceans
in a manner that is safe for both humans,
marine life and the environment at large .
These tankers have a history of more than
half a century now, during which time the
ships have evolved from bulk carriers carrying chemicals in drums to specially built
& dedicated vessels for the chemical trade
Ships designed to carry chemicals can deal
with a variety of products such as oils, fats,
petrochemicals, alcohol and so on. Even
synthetic or non-organic chemicals can be
transported. The types of cargoes carried
onboard are different in the sense that they
have a lot more potential for danger to the
life and environment as compared to other
cargoes. Such dangers include flammability,
toxicity and corrosive properties of extreme
nature.

Type 1 ship is a chemical tanker intended to
transport chemicals with very severe environmental and safety hazards which require
maximum preventive measures to preclude
an escape of such cargo.
		
Type 2 ship is a chemical tanker intended to
transport chemicals with appreciably severe
environmental and safety hazards which
require significant preventive measures to
preclude an escape of such cargo.
Type 3 ship is a chemical tanker intended to
transport chemicals with sufficiently severe
environmental and safety hazards which
require a moderate degree of containment
to increase survival capability in a damaged
condition.
Thus, a type 1 ship is a chemical tanker
intended for the transportation of products
considered to present the greatest overall
hazard and type 2 and type 3 for products of
progressively lesser hazards. Accordingly,
a type 1 ship shall survive the most severe
standard of damage and its cargo tanks are
located at the maximum prescribed distance
inboard from the side & bottom shell plating.
Cargo Tank Type
There are following type of cargo tanks
which can be found on board chemical tankers:

Capt. Davinder P.S. Seth
Sr. Marine Superintendent
ESM, Singapore
Independent Tank:
Independent tank
means a cargo containment which is not part
of the hull structure. This tank is installed so
as to eliminate its stressing as a result of the
motion of adjacent hull structure.
Integral Tank: Integral tank means a cargo
containment envelope which forms part of
the ships hull and which may be stressed
in the same manner and by the same loads
which stress the hull structure.
Gravity Tank: Gravity tank means a tank
having a design pressure not greater than
0.7 bar gauge at the top of the tank. A gravity tank may be independent or integral.
Pressure Tank: Pressure tank means a
tank having a design pressure greater than
0.7 bar gauge. Pressure tank should be an
independent tank.
The requirements for both installation and
design of tank types for individual products
are shown in column “f’ of Chapter 17 of IBC
code. At present there is no product which
is required to be carried with tank type of
Independent – Pressure tank.
Materials of Tank Construction
Cargo tanks are either coated with specialized coatings such as epoxy or zinc paint,
or made from stainless steel. The coating or
cargo tank material determines the type of
cargo, a particular tank is fit to carry. Stain-
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less steel tanks are required for aggressive
acid cargoes such as sulfuric and phosphoric acid, while ‘easier’ cargoes - e.g. vegetable oil - can be carried in epoxy coated
tanks.
Structural material used for tank construction together with associated piping, pumps,
valves, vents and their jointings is selected
taking into account the followings:
1. Corrosive effect of the cargo.
2. Possibility of hazardous reactions between the cargo and metal of construction.
3. Suitability of linings.
Some of the materials like aluminum, copper & galvanized steel are not used for construction of tanks, pipelines, valves & fittings
due to chemical reaction with some of the
cargoes.
Cargo Piping System
Cargo piping system of chemical tankers is
designed so as to divide cargo tanks and
associated piping into several groups depending on kinds of cargoes since there
may be many occasions that several grades
are loaded in a voyage.

There are two types of cargo piping systems, one is a main piping system (group
main system) and the other is independent
piping system (one tank/ one pump system).
The group main system is generally used
in conventional oil tankers and few of the
chemical tankers that are designed to load
only a few non reactive cargoes.
On the other hand, the one tank/ one pump
is best suited for chemical tankers as many
grades of cargoes can be loaded simultaneously and they can be kept fully segregated
from each other.
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Cargo Heating System
Some of the chemical cargoes require to be
heated in order to maintain them above their
melting point so as to avoid cargo freezing.
For cargo heating purposes, heating coils
are provided in all cargo tanks. The heating
system uses steam or thermal oil as heating
media.

As vessel may load many grades of chemical at the same time and some of these may
require heating and some of them are not to
be subjected to any heat, the heating system is provided with valves so as to isolate
the system from each tank. When the heating system is not in use, the heating coils for
each cargo tanks are kept blanked.
Cargo Tank Venting System
Each cargo tank is provided with the venting
system in order to prevent the cargo tanks
from over pressurization during loading of
cargoes or collapsing during unloading of
cargoes.
There are two types of cargo tank ventings:
Open Tank venting is a type in which there
is a free flow of cargo vapours to and from
the cargo tanks by using cargo tank openings. Open venting is allowed only for those
cargoes whose flash point is above 60°C
and those cargoes that do not present any
health hazards.
Controlled Tank venting is a type in which
pressure vacuum valves are fitted to each
cargo tank to limit the pressure or vacuum
in the tank.
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Personal Protection
Personal protective equipment is required
for all chemical tankers for protection of
crew members who engage in loading and
unloading operation.
This protective equipment consists of:
• At least, three sets of Chemical suits of
gas tight types.
• Chemical splash suits.
• Chemical gloves
• Chemical goggles / face shields.
• EEBD sets for each crew member
• At least 3 sets of Self Contained Breathing apparatus sets (SCBA) and spare air
bottles.
• At least 2 decontamination showers &
eye wash at convenient locations on
main deck.
Conclusion
Chemical tankers are specialized vessels
transporting various types of chemicals
which can be flammable, harmful to environment and hazardous to human health.
Due to this, many stringent mandatory
requirements (design, equipment & personal protection) are imposed on chemical
tankers as compared to other tankers. All
personnel manning these vessels need to
undergo specialized chemical tanker training to ensure that they are able to operate
these vessels safely. SIMS has taken a lead
in chemical tanker training with its state of
the art facilities which provide the ships staff
with a comprehensive ‘hands on’ chemical
tanker experience. Be it the recently commissioned chemical tanker manifold or the
scaled down stainless steel tank with Framo
pumping system these initiatives are aimed
at equipping the ships staff which the skills
required to manage these specialized vessels to industry standards.

Seminar for Senior Officers

Mr. Teeka, Managing Director of ESM giving his welcome speech

Mr. Teeka, Managing Director
of ESM

Capt. Bill Diehl, former USCG,
President of Greater Houston
Port Bureau

Mr. Nick Roberts from Oil major,
Shell

Capt. Clive Reed, from maritime
law firm, Ince and Co, UK

Strategy for Operational Excellence and Higher Environmental Performance
SIMS Organizes Seminar for the ESM Senior Sailing Staff
The idyllic campus of SIMS, Lonavala was once again the venue of
the ESM senior officers’ seminar in
October, 2010 with both faculty and
staff playing a pivotal role in making the seminar a grand success.

belief and work towards it. This was reiterated
by Mr. B.S.Teeka, Managing Director of ESM
while inaugurating the seminar.

The three day seminar on “Strategy for Operational Excellence and Higher Environmental Performance” highlighted the unwavering
focus of the organization on operational excellence and environmental performance across
the shore and sailing staff.

Welcoming the senior officers, Mr. Teeka
pointed out that sharing good practices and
learning from the best in the world is one of
the most important necessities of continuously improving oneself and that’s the reason
a number of experts from the international
maritime field were invited to share their experiences and knowledge through the seminar
along with the internal speakers.

There’s absolutely no short cut to achieving
the operational excellence and higher environmental performance that the organization
aims for. It’s a continuous and consistent process and every one of us needs to share this

The external speakers included Mr. Nick Roberts from Shell, UK, Capt. Bill Diehl, former
head of USCG from Houston and Capt. Clive
Reed, from maritime law firm, Ince and Co,
UK.

The first day of the seminar was kicked off
with an interactive workshop on the Compliance with MARPOL/OPA 90 and repercussions of non-compliance by a retired veteran
from USCG Capt. Bill Diehl from US. In an interesting presentation which drew rapt attention from the audience, Capt. Diehl explained
how his teams were trained to observe and
interpret any deviation of rule by the staff on
board vessels calling USA. He also educated
the officers on the proper and practical waste
management principles as per international
and US regulations though he pointed out
that he had been appraised of the ESM’s strict
rules and guidance to its seafarers.
Mr. Nick Roberts from Oil major Shell explained their expectations of a Time chartered
ship manager and ship’s owner such that the
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“Learning from the best in the world is
one of the most important necessities of
continuously improving oneself.”
Mr. B.S.Teeka

Yoga session in the morning for the ESM officers

A session of
“Effective Leadership for
Effective Teams”
Mr. Maneesh Jha, Vice Principal
of SIMS, Mumbai

SIMS, Lonavala cadets performance
Mr. Viswanathan, Principal of
SIMS, Lonavala

seafarers could understand the workings behind their approval or disapproval. He pointed out that it is no different from hiring a taxi
ashore as we all do basis our requirements
and also with our knowledge of the operational status of the vehicle before we board the
same.
Capt. Clive Reed from the law firm Ince and
Co. had an equally interesting topic to delve
upon and kept the audience glued to their
seats with his presentation on Casualty response as well as Incident investigation basis
various real life incidents and accidents at sea
involving seafarers and their treatment thereafter.
Day two of the Seminar revolved more on the
safety aspects of ship management. First off,
the topic of Enhancing Navigational Safety
covered the statistics of the number of ship
accidents over the years and the reasons behind such incidents. It conveyed the expectations towards safe navigations by highlighting

Capt. Vijay on Fleet HSE
Performance and Enhancing Safety

valuable pointers, especially to matters related to pilotage, dragging anchor and grounding
of ships. Likewise, the topic on HSE Performance and Enhancing safety was elaborated
with various case studies. It was further analyzed with preventive measures as the safety
culture was introduced by promoting the need
of ship staffs to develop a positive attitude
towards safety; erasing off complacency.
Mechanical failures and implications focused
on the incidents across the fleet pertaining
to main engines, auxiliary engine and boilers
as the causes and lessons learnt were discussed. Ship inspections and Reporting System was also introduced to erase the negative
perception of fault finders, emphasizing the
need for such actions.
The last day of the seminar included an interesting session on effective leadership by an
industry expert Ms. Nirmala. The workshop
guided the participants for team building and
effective leadership. The practical lessons
learnt were real eye opener for the participat-

Capt. Thomas explaining the
conduct of success in Vetting
Inspection

ing seafarers who are already tackling various
leadership issues on a day to day basis on
board.
The good number of faculty and other staff of
SIMS joined in the seminars and discussions
as coordinators and speakers apart from organizing the entire event as thorough professionals. In fact, all three days started with an
hour of yoga in the morning at 6 o’clock and
was also packed with different variations of
learning, fun and entertainments. These included a quiz competition and cricket matches between SIMS cadets, ESM/SIMS staff
and two teams from the participating officers.
While the quiz championship was bagged by
a seafarer team, the rolling cricket trophy was
lifted by the cadets for the second year after
fighting a serious battle with the seafarers’
team. The cadets in the campus also presented a commendable cultural show on the first
day evening to entertain the guests – many of
whom would be their mentors on board ESM
vessels in coming days and months.
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THE ENVIRONMENT

Protect yourself, Crew and your Company from any Criminal Liability
Strictly follow the Marpol Regulations
Capt. Diehl elaborated on past incidents of
pursued prosecution by the US authorities
for known criminal violations, These incidents involved, among other things: giving
false statement covering up evidence and
coercing others into lying. Most of these
issues were elaborated with pictured evidences on how violators were caught to
serve as useful information on expectations
of USCG, what an USCG inspector looks for
on board, tell-tale signs and actions to be
taken by the crew for compliance.The veteran US coast guard official warned the keen
listeners on what the Coast guard officers
can do, as he explained the various penalties and hence advised the best course of
action would be to address any discrepancies as soon as discovered

Capt. Bill Diehl, former USCG, President
of Greater Houston Port Bureau

“I was recently in India, speaking
with the Masters and Chief Engineers of Executive Ship Management (a member company of the
Port Bureau) about MARPOL compliance. They were holding their
annual 3 day officers’ seminar
at their beautiful training facility in Lonavla, India, just north of
Mumbai, focusing on ship source
pollution, bilge management
techniques, and potential legal
retributions. It was a great experience for me to visit India and
spend time with these international mariners that so frequently
call on our Port.”, Capt. Bill Diehl,
former USCG and the President of
Greater Houston Port Bureau.
Here’s a synopsis of Capt. Diehl’s interactive workshop with our senior sailing officers and the shore personnel including the
SIMS faculty members on Compliance with
MARPOL/OPA90 and repercussion of noncompliance on 21st October,2010 at the first
day of the seminar. He amply threw light on
the USCG perspective on safeguarding the
interest of the US waters and emphasized
that USCG personnel are trained to detect
any violation and how to deal with them in a
professional manner.

As he moved on the topic of proper and
practical waste management principles and
International and US Regulations governing
these, Capt. Diehl gave on overview of why
Ship source pollution was an issue along
with importance of Bilge management behind it. He emphasized the importance of
documentation and the inspection procedures.
The presentation didn’t start off with a
wall of words but rather with pictures that
opportune the ESM officers to question
themselves with “What is wrong with this
picture?”

Capt Bill proved with historical data that
showed criminal false statements and other
deliberate concealment, obstruction of justice and tampering with evidence, failure to
report known pollution and gross negligence
covering up the pollution made and that it is
very important for the office and ship staff
to be transparent and honest in maintaining
records as well as in providing the statements to the USCG.He emphasized that
while a genuine mistake may have a fair
chance of getting a sympathetic hearing,
deliberate misdemeanor will consequent a
criminal liability for the offender.
He stressed on how Environment Management must become an integral part of a
company’s corporate culture; A key aspect
of this culture is minimizing ‘bilge loading’ –
Stop the leaks.
Finally, his message to the masters, mates
and engineers was very clear – Protect
yourself, your crew and the company from
criminal liability by refusing to discharge illegal wastes.
Capt. Diehl was however, very appreciative
of the measures taken by ESM in putting
strict rules related to compliance with regulations and also steps taken in educating
the sailing staff on the MARPOL/ OPA 90
and other measures for the environmental
protection issues.

CASE STUDY
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Spill during Cargo Manifold
disconnection at the Terminal
The word “spill” is an anathema for
the mariners, particularly those sailing in a tanker. An extreme caution
is always in place to prevent even a
drop of oil from falling into the sea
and how just minutes of delay can
break the citadel of caution could
be seen in the case study below
which again is an old personal experience of Capt. Shukla , a faculty
of SIMS,Lonavala.
The vessel was a 2006 built Panamax oil tanker, engaged in world wide trading
Description of the incident:
The vessel arrived at the port of Houston
for discharging Fuel oil, the cargo contained
a high concentration of Hydrogen sulphide.
She berthed on arrival and commenced cargo
operation after pre arrival checks were completed.
A crew change comprising of the Chief Officer
and AB was planned at this port such that the
off-signing Crew would disembark from the
vessel after the completion of cargo operations.
On completion of the cargo operations the
third officer proceeded to the bridge for carrying out pre-departure tests whilst the Second
officer was resting after having completed his
watch. Both the chief officers were at CCR
monitoring ballasting operation and completing their paper work.
A shore team equipped with SCBA sets

* We invite responses from our learned
readers as to the causes and lessons learnt
through this case study. Please send your
responses to samundraspirit@samundra.
com.

boarded the vessel for disconnection of the
cargo arms, Since cargo contained high levels
of hydrogen sulphide all precautions for toxic
gas release were taken during disconnection
of cargo hose.
In accordance with standard operating procedures a deck officer has to supervise the
connection and disconnection of cargo hoses/
arms on tankers. The lines are ensured empty
by the ships staff following which the shore
team is given the go ahead to disconnect. In
this particular case only the Bosun and one
seaman were present at the manifold when
shore team boarded the vessel.
When the shore team prepared to disconnect
the arms, without having sought any approval
from ship’s crew; the Bosun stopped them and
requested the intervention of the Chief Officer.
The Chief Officer who had joined at this port
arrived at the manifold to supervise the disconnection and asked the Bosun whether the
lines had been drained empty. The Bosun responded in the affirmative after checking the
pressure gauge on the line, which showed
Zero following which the Chief officer requested the shore team to commence the disconnection.

Capt. Biswajit Shukla
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Lonavla
the ship’s manifold. The cargo in the lines
spilled onto the deck and in to the drip tray. It’s
estimated that some 80 Litres of oil had come
out of the containment.
Fortunately none of it went over side and it
was contained in the vicinity of the manifold.
Clean up was initiated and the necessary notification was made to the authorities. The vessel eventually departed from berth after the
clean up was completed, a few hours of delay
had resulted.
Could this incident have been avoided?

Questions:
1. Was there a shortcoming in the
manner in which the lines were
checked for emptiness?
2. Was the level of supervision at the
manifold for hose connection adequate?
3. What was wrong with the circumstances under which the Chief officer proceeded to supervise the
disconnection?
4. What is the responsibility of the
shore team when they are onboard
to carry out the disconnection?
5. What is the vessel’s and owner’s
responsibility, if any persons from
the shore team had been affected
by the Hydrogen Sulphide gas in
the cargo that was released?

On Slackening the arm clamps, a spray of
cargo emanated from the presentation flange.
The Chief officer immediately requested for
the shore team to secure the clamps, however
it seemed too late and before any corrective
action could be initiated by the shore gang
and the arm got released under pressure from

Responses for - Safety Precaution while cleaning
Holds on a Bulk Carrier: Issue 11 (Oct 2010)
We have received an overwhelming number of feedbacks and comments from our enthusiastic readers
on the previous case study. Here is
a compilation of the responses received...
•

Apart from standard PPE (Goggles, hard
hat, working gloves, safety boots, working
overalls, ear plugs, ear muffs). Work restraint lanyard, work position lanyard, fall
arrest block, double leg lanyard, horizontal
safety lines, safety harness, respiratory pro-

•

tective equipment, attachment slings, karabiners, chemical protective suits, BA suits,
ELSA and flash light should be considered.
If it is double legged lanyard, then one leg
should be attached to the strong anchor
point which is capable of taking sufficient
load of the person considering the effect
of gravity if person falls accidently, best is
any point not below chest level and other
leg should be either hang freely or it should
be attached to the another strong point but
never to the own harness. Ensure that all
straps of the lanyards are free from any ob-
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•

•

•

structions.
At least 3 points always to be in contact
while climbing ladder(out of 2 leg/hand
each)
Keep all the tools in the bucket and each
tools has to be secured with the bucket to
avoid fall accidently.
No. Both hands has to be free and if any
tools has to be carry then it should be put
into the bag suitable for carrying hand tools
and attached to the ring given on the harness or otherwise heave by using heaving
line.

Across:
3. SS LOYALTY

7. ECDIS

9. ALPHA CENTAURI

12. ILO

15. ENTREPOT

17. CHARTERER

20. ISGOTT

21. GMDSS

23.

ZODIAC 25. MERCATOR 26. SEA WATER 28. FRONT 29. BRT PLAN 33. SMOOTHERING 34. SEXTANT 36. NIMBOSTRATUS 37. CYCLONE
Down:
1. MARPOL 2. HRU 3. SIX 4. OBLIQUITY 5. TIDAL STREAM 6. 5 APRIL 8. FIVE 10. CAMBER 11. EQUINOX 13. SOLAS
14. INERT GAS 16. CHRONOMETER 18. MATE’S RECEIPT 19. BOW THRUSTER 20. ISOBAR 22. BEAUFORT SCALE 24.
LODICATOR 27. ROR 30. ASTEROID 31. ZONE TIME 32. VENUS 33. SOS 35. HOTEL

Answers:
CDT Rohan Khanvilkar &
CDT Mayank Srivastava
DNS-10
SIMS, Lonavala
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FUN STUFF

SHARING EXPERIENCE

Across
3.
7.
9.
12.
15.
17.
20.
21.
23.
25.
26.
28.
29.
33.
34.
36.
37.

First Indian ship to sail from Mumbai to
London.
Which system is used for electronic display
of charts.
Nearest star from the Earth apart from sun.
International meeting place for the world of
work.
Duty free ports.
The one who hires the ship.
Important manual to be carried on oil tankers.
System used to communicate in Emergency.
The sun, moon and the planets are found in
which belt.
Cylindrical Orthomorphic projection of the
Earth.
EPIRB is activated by the contact of
_________.
The boundary between two adjacent air
masses.
Plan used for loading containers.
Process of removal of Oxygen from fire
triangle.
Instrument used for measuring altitudes of
celestial bodies.
Even layer of Grey clouds giving rain.
_________ is an area of low pressure surrounded by area of high pressure.

Down
1.

Regulation which came into existence after
the accident of Torrey Canyon.
2. Releasing unit which works on water pressure.
3. Number of Sheaves in 3-Fold Purchase.
4. Angle between plane of Equinoctial and
plane of Ecliptic.
5. Periodical horizontal movement of sea water
due to the Tidal force.
6. National Maritime Day is celebrated
on _________.
8. IOPP certificate issued by administration is
valid for _________ years.
10. Curvature of deck in transverse direction.
11. Days of equal day and night time.
13. Regulation which came into force after the
accident of Titanic.
14. Which gas is used to replace O2 in oil tanks.
16. Instrument used to get correct GMT.
18. Receipt containing details of goods carried
by vessel.
19. _________ is a transversal propulsion
device at the bow of the ship.
20. A line joining all places having same atmos
pheric pressure at a given time.
22. Scale used for estimating wind speed at sea.
24. Device used to calculate stability of ship.
27. _________ rules are referred for preventing
collision at sea .
30. _________ belt is present between Mars and
Jupiter.
31. Which time is followed at sea?
32. _________ is called as Morning and Evening
star.
33. Distress Signal
35. Which Flag is to be hoisted when pilot is on
board?
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Leading from the Front
The story goes that sometime,
close to a battlefield, over 200
years ago, a man in civilian
clothes rode past a small group of
exhausted battle-weary soldiers
digging an obviously important
defensive position. The section
leader, making no effort to help,
was shouting orders, threatening
punishment if the work was not
completed within the hour.
“Why are you are not helping?” asked the
stranger on horseback. “I am in charge.
The men do as I tell them,” said the section
leader, adding, “Help them yourself if you
feel strongly about it.” To the section leader’s surprise, the stranger dismounted and
helped the men until the job was finished.
Before leaving the stranger congratulated
the men for their work, and approached the
puzzled section leader.
“You should notify top command next time
your rank prevents you from supporting your
men - and I will provide a more permanent
solution,” said the stranger.
Up close, the section leader now recognized
General Washington, and also the lesson
he’d just been taught.
There are many opportunities in life where
a leader needs to stand up and stand by his
or her team and how he does indicates the
true standing of a leader irrespective of the
rank he or she holds. The story below is the
real life experience of Mr. R.Panchpakesan,
faculty member of SIMS, Mumbai which he
recollects to the benefits of the young cadets
and tomorrow’s officers leading the workforce on board…

R.Panchapakesan
Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala
engine control room where all the engine
staff had assembled with a handkerchief on
their nose, an air freshener canister in the
other hand and a “NOT ME” look on their
faces. The control room was a stark contrast to the outside, thanks to the generous
use of air fresheners.
What should I do???
The clean up job ‘had’ to be done; this was
the plain simple fact! It is just that my men
were not ready to go anywhere near the
area, which did not come as a surprise.
Instead of engaging in a verbal duel or
going up to the Captain and Chief engineer
for direction, or further escalating it with
calls to the shore office, I decided none of
them would achieve the desired outcome
required at that point.
I sat back, thought through and finally just
rolled up my sleeves (figuratively), went
out of the control room, took a broom and
started sweeping the mess away.
In a few minutes the same reluctant lot
came out and joined me in the clean up with
virtually no discord. And believe me this was
no five minute gimmick but they all stayed
with me throughout the entire operation until
the area was back to being sparkling clean!
No words were exchanged; nothing was
discussed about this issue. But from then
on, to my great satisfaction, every member
of my team on board went all the way out
to deliver the goods, no matter what it took
him.

In 1992, I was sailing as a second engineer
on board a 23 year old chemical tanker. One
day I received a call from the duty engineer
informing that the Sewage plant had overflowed into engine room platform and there
was an unbearable stench. I instructed him
to call all available ratings on board and
clean it up. And then went to the engine
room to check for myself.

Leadership, especially for the “TOP FOUR”
on board does not end with shouting instructions from within the confines of a four
feet by six feet space either in the ‘wheelhouse’ or in the ‘engine control room’ or in
the ‘cargo control room’ and then awaiting
results good or bad. It is important for the
senior management to be actively involved
and engaged in ensuring that the required
activity is being carried out by spending the
appropriate amount of time and energy.

When I arrived, I saw about 200 liters of water along with some fresh solids had spread
onto the platform. For obvious reasons nobody was around the area. I went into the

Bottom line, one need not be General Washington, but in day to day life we all have opportunities and occasions to act and deliver
as a leader. Snap it and rise to the occasion!
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Artist: CDT Ashish Sharma
DNS-10
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SIMS Life
life in sims, is steady and still,
with no rolling and pitching, but with a
great feel.
life in sims, rocking & caring,
such ambience, it’s hard believing.

CDT Girish R Gawade
GME-09
SIMS, Lonavala

life in sims, starts with p.t and fresh air,
we spend our day, with safety culture everywhere.
life in sims, has high standards,
teachiing us to improve our living standards.
life in sims, full of colours
with fun filled training, with added flavours.
life in sims, quiet & peacefull,
like calm sea, time to be grateful.
life in sims, hard work though such,
but nothing to worry, return is so much
life in sims, will never forget,
had only fun & love, and nothing to regret.

Photographer:
CDT Satya Jeet Chouhan
GME-09
SIMS, Lonavala

Photographer:
CDT Jacob M Josep
GME-09
SIMS, Lonavala

Zero to Hero

A True Story of My Life
My marks in the final exam of
Class 10th were rather average
and below the criteria of most
schools for me to pursue science.
In keeping with my father’s wishes I was required to study science
in order to become an engineer.
However, I was not at all interested in studying engineering.
Nevertheless, I started making rounds of
various schools in Jalandhar and did manage to get admission into an unpopular
school, to study science. However, with
little control and discipline in the school,
my friends and I could spend whole day
in canteen in idle pursuits and talking
about girls. When school would get over,
we used time to eve tease like Bollywood
Romeos. During tuition hours, I played
cricket on Dussera ground. With my happy
go lucky attitude, the two years passed fast
as if in the blink of an eye. As usual due to
my disinterest in studies, my passing out
marks after 12th were just so so.
When other students were considering as
to which engineering college they wanted
to join, my parents also started querying
me about the future. I had no clue at all
about that. I proceeded to totally neglect
their wishes and stated that I didn’t want
to join any engineering college. Then at a
sudden whim, I declared my wish to pursue
higher studies in Canada like other Punjabi
boys. My parents were very supportive
of this idea. But as the time passed by, a
phone call from my close friend Kuljeet
who was studying in Canada, made me
change my mind. As per him, they were living pathetically there. He felt that their lives
were ruined and there were no jobs and
source of income. I felt helpless and dejected as what to do now. I told my parents
about change of my plans about studies in
Canada post Kuljeet’s revelation. Obviously now they were furious because admissions to the colleges were already closed.
My life became an aimless quest and I
started spending days confined to the
house moping about my predicament.
Every day I would get up at 11AM and slept
early at 10PM. I seemed to have only two
main occupations: eating and sleeping. As
days passed on, our neighbours started
asking my parents about what I was up to.
One day during a party one of my mother’s
friends raised this question bluntly obvi-

ously creating a lot of embarrassment and
consequent distress to my mother. Upon
return my mother burst out crying in front
of me making me feel extremely guilty and
ashamed for letting her down. I made a
vow that I shall try my best to restore her
faith in me.
		
To my good luck, shortly thereafter, I met
one of my friends who told me about Merchant Navy. When I started searching for
the details on the internet, I came across
the website of SIMS. It was indeed the
turning point of my life as I searched and
studied all available maritime training facilities across the country. I was immediately
captivated by the amazing facilities and
beautiful campus of SIMS and the opportunities it offered for a secure career path
in its parent organization ESM for all those
who pass out of this premier institute. I eagerly applied for Feb 2010 batch intake. I
earnestly started my preparations for the
entrance exams and I started diligent and
rigorous study to achieve good marks and
get a place in this prestigious institute. The
day of reckoning came when I got declared
successful in the entrance test of combined written test and the interview and
was selected!
I was in for a more pleasant surprise as
SIMS was much more than I had ever imagined. Not only the facilities and campus
were of world class standard, I found that
all the faculty members went the extra mile
to work on an individual basis with us and
helped bring out the best in us. Now, I sincerely value the environment of discipline
and supervision by wardens and instructors against my earlier one which keep
us motivated and focused to perform and
achieve the best in life. I strongly believe
God had given me with this golden opportunity, and with the required push from
my mentors and teachers I will continue to
give my 100% dedication to achieve a successful career at Sea to earn well and gain
respect. I want my parents to be proud of
me.
Past is hopefully behind me and I have
learnt my lessons. I can now begin to look
at my bright future and a glorious merchant
navy career after I graduate from SIMS,
which really has been a memorable presea training that any merchant navy cadet
can be proud of!

A Moment of Safety
For New Cadets Joining SIMS

30th November, 1600 hrs:
It was sharp class time, a cadet came
rushing to his class- DNS 11C, pulled that
heavy door, came inside the class and
without looking back, pushed the door
inside, unaware of the mishap that his
right hand was still not inside the doorthe nail of the right hand’s index finger
was completely pulled off the skin.
As the hand pulled out with a painful scream, all in
the room noticed with horror the bloody finger and
instinctively rushed to the injured cadet. Together
with the teacher and the fellow cadets, first aid was
offered with proper medication and bandage before
sending the injured off to the nearest hospital. As
necessary, the doctor there pulled the rest of hanging nail together with one stitch to seal the wound
and stop the blood flow. The cadet mentioned above
was none other than “ME and here I am narrating
my un-forgettable lesson that I learnt the painful way
so that it becomes a second hand learning experience for my fellow cadets as well...
Lesson learnt:
• First of all, don’t take this incident lightly. This
situation may occur often even when closing the
doors to the cadets’ cabins. The usually strong
winds which flow through the windows forces
the door to slam shut. Should a hand or finger
be caught by the slamming door it could cause
severe injury. It would be prudent to control the
movement of the door with. So be very attentive and be mindful while closing the doors. Just
hold the handle with one hand and keep aside
the other hand and close it slowly.
• Never be in a rush- whatever the urgency may
be. Safety first and there’s no short cuts to
safety. I was immensely lucky since the incident
happened in front of all my friends and faculty
member who could provide me immediate first
aid.
• I also learnt how to provide correct first aid to an
injury like this.
• Get the first aid kit, arrest the bleeding by bandaging close to the wound and where possible
by applying direct pressure
• Keep the injured part at a higher level to restrict
blood flow.
• Apply an antiseptic and wrap a protective dressing.
• If not already done so, report the incident to
your warden, course-in-charge or other faculty
Hoping we all stay safe and stay
injury free!

CDT Kuljinder Singh
DNS-10
SIMS, Lonavala

CDT Gagandeep Singh
DNS-11
SIMS, Lonavala
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Human Body compared to an Engine
It’s amazing how the human body is formed and how it works. In fact,
functioning of a human body compared with an engine is more than similar. Who but an engineering cadet could muse over this aspect as below?
Body

E-Learning for
Sailors and
Marine Engineers

Engine

Fuel

Body attains fuel in the form of
fruits, vegetables, grains etc.

Engine attains fuel in the form of
petrol etc.

Lubrication

It attains lubrication in the form of
oil, ghee etc. as it is required for a
healthy body.

It also requires lubrication and attains in the form of lube oil, grease
etc.

Air

We need a proper air ratio for
living as well as for digestion
purpose.

It also needs proper air ratio for
combustion.

Exhaust system

As mentioned above we require
a lot for acheiving a healthy body.
In addition we require a good
exhaust system also.

It also requires a good exhaust
system for proper combustion.

Power Stroke

After proper digestion we attain
power stroke from the digestive
system.

After combustion engine also gets
power stroke from fuel in system.

Cooling

As we know 70% of our body
is covered by water, hence, its
meant that we require water cooling as well as air cooling for the
body.

Likewise the engine components
need proper cooling by water or air.

Discharge

After proper circulation of water in
the body is completed, the waste
water is collected in the urinary
blader & discharge out through the
excretory organs.

After completion of water cooling in
the engine components the waste
water is discharged to overboard.

Sensors

Everybody has its sensing organs
for sensing the temprature of the
body.

In the same way, the engine have
various sensors like thermometer
pressure gauge,etc.

* special note- in our body heart acts like a pump, kidneys act as filters and lungs act as air
bottles.

Nowadays e-learning is a high
tech process available to learn
and gather information. The maritime students and professionals
are always looking for ways to
solve a technical issue on the ship
or seeking better employment opportunities. Many websites have
come up in market for e-learning.
Here are some of the best technical websites mentioned for sailors
and marine engineers to upgrade
their knowledge on modern technology. They can even share their
problems or queries, express their
views and receive right guidance
from maritime professionals.
Websites:
www.gcaptain.com
It is one of the most famous maritime website. It provides the latest news and important articles on maritime world. It has several topics of discussion related to maritime
world and is updated everyday.
www.marineengineering.org.uk
It provides upto date information on the
technical details of a ship. It includes all the
engine room machineries and its details.
www.ship-technology.com
It covers news and events of every aspect
of maritime world. From cruise ships to shipbuilding industries.

CDT Sunny Arya Saini
GME-09
SIMS, Lonavala

www.dieselduck.net
Dieselduck provides information on each
and every technical aspect of ship. This is
very important website , in case you want to
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make your basics strong.
www.marinediesels.info
This website is a goldmine of marine
technological knowledge. From fresher
to highly experienced professionals, everyone will have something to learn from
this website.
www.professionalmariner.com
They are thoroughly professional in what
they do. They do great research to provide highly informative articles having a
magazine of their own.
www.marinelink.com
Marine link is one-stop website for news
on the maritime world. If there is anything
happening in maritime world, marine link
has it for sure.
www.marinelog.com
It provides two things:
a. An extremely comprehensive magazine and
b. An equally informative website.
It has everything - articles, news,
events, job listings and even videos
related to maritime world.
www.brighthub.com
It is an excellent source of knowledge.
The channel provides technical informative articles on maritime world. The important aspect of the channel is that it
has marine professionals with great experience writing for it; which makes the
information extremely reliable and trustworthy and can also solve maritime related doubts.
www.marinetraffic.com
Marinetraffic provides detailed real-time
ship locations and port arrivals and departures and one may browse area of interest i.e. it shows live ship map with reference to area or port or type and name
of vessel. The vessel positions tracking
based on AIS DATA which is used by
Google Earth application on satellite
world map.

CDT Kuljinder Singh
DNS-10
SIMS, Lonavala
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Sea Water Purification using
Polymer Chemistry
On a ship, one of the most critical time is when certain accidents
or emergencies cause the crew to
abandon ship and take refuge in a
rescue boat. Regardless of the rations and the provisions available,
it’s nobody’s guess to know how
many days it could take to get
rescued in the wide ocean. One of
the critical factor for survival will
depend on the availability of fresh
water for drinking.
Since storage of unlimited fresh water is
not a possibility, nor is it possible to collect

CDT Athul M
DNS-11
SIMS, Lonavala
lack of white precipitate denotes the purified
water.
Permeability of rubber and adsorption property of charcoal is used in the research.
Charcoal powder means activated charcoal
that is carbon treated with oxygen. It is highly porous. The tiny holes give charcoal and
interact with exposed carbon. The carbon
adsorbs wide range of impurities.

rain water in all seasons, science offers an
option for such eventuality by treating and
purifying sea water by using polymer chemistry.

Result:
H2O passes through
Mixture of rubber latex and wood charcoal +
silver nitrate → White precipitate

Here’s how we can install this eco-friendly
and cheap sea water purification without the
need of any complicated machinery. Material required to make this system is rubber
latex, charcoal powder of coconut shell and
silver nitrate for checking the purity of water,
powder of coconut husk, wood charcoal etc.

H2O passes through
Mixture of rubber latex and charcoal powder
of coconut husk → Less white precipitate

The procedure includes preparation of
Ethene sheets of rubber from mixture of
rubber latex and different charcoal of different size. Purification capacity of sheet
is tested by using silver nitrate solution i.e.
while adding silver nitrate to filtered water.
If white precipitate is obtained it shows the
presence of Cl ions in filtrate whereas the

From this experiment, I reached a conclusion that saline water purification can be
done by using rubber sheet penetrated with
coconut shell coconut powder.

H2O passes through
Mixture of rubber latex and charcoal powder
of coconut shell → No white precipitate

If we implement these rubber sheets in rescue boat we can convert sea water to fresh
water and can survive a long time even
though we are in danger.

Delegates from MITSUI O.S.K. Lines (MOL) at SIMS, Lonavala

BP Maritime Services General Manager, Mr. Mark
Fortnum (second from left) at SIMS, Lonavala

Delegates from Kyoei Tanker Co. Ltd.
arriving at SIMS, Lonavala

Mr. Mark looking through the
equipment at the workshop

Visitors viewing the Ship-in-Campus

Industry Impression of SIMS, Lonavala
Dignatories representing various
world maritime industry paid visits to SIMS during the last quarter
of the year and told us about their
impression of the institute, its facilities and over all commitment to the
maritime industry in many words.
Many interacted with the cadets
and shared their knowledge and
experiences. We do appreciate their
comments and advice and here is a
report on some those visits.
A delegation from MITSUI O.S.K. Lines (MOL)
led by Director Capt. S. Iwamoto and Senior Managing Executive Officer Capt Soichi

Delegates onboard the Ship-in-Campus

Hiratsuka along with Capt. A. Chattopadhyay and Capt. Ashis Kumar Das toured the
SIMS, Lonavala Campus in November, 2010.
They were taken around by Managing Director Mr. Teeka and Lonavala principal, Mr.
S.Viswanathan. The delegation started with
the distinguished trademark of SIMS, Lonavala’s Ship-in-Campus (SIC) with all machineries running was shown first, along with an
extra focus given to the training on the mooring winch. This was followed a visit to the latest equipment developed in the campus i.e.
Chemical Tanker Manifold, Ballast and Deballast of Tank test rig, refrigeration system and
pumping system at the Institute’s workshop.
Subsequently, the electrical and automation

Mr. Viswanathan (right) leading the
visitors through the workshop

labs, MEMS, IGS system and ERS were shown;
reflecting the need for hands-on experience
for the school cadets. After surveying a classroom at the academic block and watching the
SIMS Project Development Movie showcased
at the Amphitheatre, the guests shared a similar impression amongst them and immediately
expressed that they were very impressed and
indicated their expectation to see better seafarer onboard vessels in the near future.
BP Maritime Services General Manager, Mr.
Mark Fortnum visited both the campuses of
the Institute in Mumbai and Lonavala on 17th
December. He, was shown around the campus by the principal and he made special
trips to the Maritime Science Centre, Swimming complex and hostel. Impressed by what
he saw, Mr. Mark Fortnum, commented that
he wished that his organization had a similar

CAMPUS NEWS
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Chemical Tanker Manifold Training
A New Development

Visitors touring the SIMS facilities

Mr. Mark inside the Ship-in-Campus

Visitors viewing the Main Engine
Manoeuvring System

institute to train young seafarers same as
how SIMS, Lonavala has been conducting.
Mr. Mark then reiterated his confidence that
the institute would definitely able to contribute to the safe operations to the worldwide
sea transportation in the future.
Crew Management Group’s Manager, Capt
Suzuki of Kyoei Tanker Co. Ltd. and Business Department’s Asst. Manager; Capt.
Lessai Tanaka visited the campus on the
25th November 2010 and interacted with the
faculty and the staff. The duo left with excellent impression of the facilities and praised
the education system and training environment of SIMS. They made special mention
to the hands-on training provided with the
equipments that accurately reflected to
those found in ships; with only the absence
of the associated noise pollution on board!

The development and launch of
a new Chemical Tanker Manifold
training course marked another
highlight of the year 2010 in the
Lonavala campus of Samundra
Institute of Maritime Studies. An
actual Manifold was constructed
for this course with the help of recycled materials from old ships in
a scrap yard but it was the original idea of the faculty and staff to
install this unique training facility.
Erected within a record time of a
month, the facility is yet another
first in the maritime training history of the world.
The manifold on a chemical tanker is a critical area of operation especially before commencing cargo operation, when the cargo
operation commences and at the time of
disconnection of the shore hoses from the
manifold. An oversight at any of these junctures can lead to serious pollution incidents
or even injuries. This is an area of great
concern for any ship management company
operating chemical tankers while not much
practical training are available in the industry to educate the crew on this critical area.
In this joint project between ESM and SIMS,
this practical and hands-on training on the
manifold has been developed which will
complement existing chemical tanker courses run by the institute. All together, they are
aimed to produce a well-rounded training
programme; ensuring trainees are able to
undertake tasks, duties and responsibilities
related to connection and disconnection of
manifold as well as the watch keeping duties on a chemical tanker.
With the increasing fleet of chemical tankers
in the world trade, it is imperative for the operators that appropriate training provisions
are made to train the crew to handle these

specialized ships. ESM has undertaken the
responsibility to fund the project and contribute to the industry as part of its training
commitment.
Built basis the specifications and requirement of ESM , Mr. S. Viswanathan, Principal
explained that the facility includes key components of manifold lines, drop lines, common line, vapor return line capable of demonstrating the various operations to provide
the participants with a hands-on experience
in various manifold related practices to address the need for a safe and accident free
culture of the organisation.
The course curriculum functions as a basic
course for all deck crew and junior officers
joining any chemical tankers for the first
time. It focuses on areas like hazards associated with chemical cargoes, use of proper
personal protective equipment (PPE), use
of shields for shore hose connection at the
manifold for certain cargoes, importance
of keeping a good manifold watch, use of
pressure gauges, feature of vapour return line joint at the manifold, familiarization with regards to care and maintenance
of the various manifold parts. It also trains
on equipment, preparation prior to loading
which involves the process of cleaning and
draining of manifold lines, precautions to be
identified during manifold connection and
disconnection and finally on emergency responses and first aid procedures.
Ten crew members from ESM participated
in the inaugural course held on 16th & 17th
December while regular courses are being
planned for the year 2011 to train and refresh the chemical fleet in the coming year.
Another plan to augment the facility, which
is in the drawing board, is to install an underground tank with the framo pump to integrate with the existing manifold.
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Inter-House
Swimming Championship
Inter-House Swimming Championship was held in
SIMS, Lonavala over a period of 4 days from 22nd
November 2010 to 26th November 2010. At institute’s very own swimming complex, 25, 50 and 100
metres free style, 25 metres breaststroke, 25 metres butterfly, 25 metres backstroke and the 4 x 25
metres rally was hosted amidst the cheering crowd.
Final of the swimming championship was held on
the 26th November.
Aditya Mallikharjunarao Lingolu bagged his first gold in the 25m
free style after he came ahead of Abhayjit Singh Multani. Splashing ahead once again, Aditya won his second gold for the 25 metres butterfly event with Mathewkutty Jose securing silver to reflect
a strong dominant force of the Tapti House in that particular swimming style.

CAMPUS NEWS

SIMS Cadets joined as ESM Officers during
the Last Quarter Ending 15th January 2011

3O Ranjeet
Kumar Sharma

3O Mayank Kumar
singh

3O Arun Shuvala
Raj

3O Rajesh Nair E

3O Manoj
Dhumal

3O Sreemon
Nair

3O Amit Manik
Kundgar

3O Vinay Kumar
Sharma

4E Devesh
Verma

4E Naveen
Kumar Reddy

4E Vikas Jadhav
Pundlik

4E Gurvinder Singh

4E Nandan Oberoi 4E Rushyendran K 4E Vineeth Mathew

4E Prem Philip

Inter-house swimming champions, Tapti House
However, Jose had his own moments of glory when he came first
for 50 meter freestyle swim ahead of Anoop Thomas; both rising
from the same house once again; Tapti. Jacob J Kurian won the
100 metres free style while Abhayjit Singh Multani whose runner
up position at the free style event did not deter him from winning
the 25 meters breaststroke. Chetan Chandrakant Shinde came in
second for both event.
25 meters backstroke was dominated by Himanshu Dua with Gurpreet Singh coming in as runner up.
The main highlight of the competition was the 4 x 25 metres relays
which showed tough competitions between the Tapti house which
was led by Anoop Thomas, Mathewkutty Jose, Aditya Mallikharjunarao Lingolu and Rohand Pradeep Khanvilkar and Ganga house
represented by Dhipin Thampi, Himanshu Dua, Arnav Vipin Goyal
and Abhayjit Singh Multani. A 4 x 25 metres relay was eventually
won by the Tapti House. However, the winners were not the only
ones who took the spotlight as Capt VR Krishnan also participated
in the 4 x 25 meters relays and 50 meters freestyle event had
special mention.
Tapti House was declared overall winner while Ganga House were
runners up. The swimming competition ended with a splashing
success.

4E Miraj Ladva
D

4E Varun
Govind P

4E Bhupinder
Alhawat

4E Jaspinder singh

4E Sivaprasad
Eduman

4E Chandra
Kant Kumar

4E Renjith Babu

4E Ajay Shukla

4E Abhishek
Gupta

4E Anshul Mittal

4E Bijender Rao

4E Dilpreet Singh
Bains

4E Karan Talwar

4E Suvash
Chandra Rai

Visitors’ Comments - Fourth Quarter, 2010
Visiting this very impressive modern institute gives me confidence in the future of maritime
education and training in India. I am pleased to visit and express thanks for the warm welcome and hospitality. Thank you and best wishes for the future of SIMS.
- Mr. Rod Short, Executive Secretary, Global Maritime Education, Training Education, Globel MET, Ltd, New Zealand.

Excellent! The ship-in-campus is the best I have seen and has a wonderful asset.
Best wishes for the future.
- Mr. Calum Maclean. Commercial & International Business Manager, Glasgow College of Nautical Science.

Very Impressive, I wish we had the same one under our operation to train young sea men.
I’m sure ESM or this school will contribute to safe operation of world wide sea transportation in future.
- Mr. Mark Fortnum, General Manager, BP Maritime Services

Very much Impressed. Believe good officers are coming to the shipping industry.
- Capt. S. Iwamoto, Director, MITSUI O.S.K. Lines Maritime (India) Pvt. Ltd.

Impressive facility; Appreciate Mr.Teeka’s vision-results will take time and cannot be expected overnight.
- Capt. Ashis Kumar Dass. Manager-Training, MITSUI O.S.K. Lines Maritime (India) Pvt. Ltd.

I was very impressed by the infrastructure & equipments for training. Hope the institution
can fully utilize these and produce excellent cadets for the industry.
- Capt. A. Chattopadhyay, MITSUI O.S.K. Lines Maritime (India) Pvt. Ltd.

Wonderful, very good lay out. Congratulations and best wishes for great success for the
future.
- Mr. Paulmo Harigoncalves Baiona, Crewing Manager, Sonangol Shipping, Launda-Angola

Thank you very much for making time & chance to meet us. We understood your education
and training system with gravity. I am looking forward to meeting you again as your staff,
Thanks so much
- Capt. Junichi Suzuki, Crew Management Group, Group Manager (FAD), M/S Kyoei Tanker Co. Ltd, Tokyo, Japan.

Your environment is very good to students and the ship sociality in the future. Specially,
students are able to touch the equipment and to think without the noisiness. I hope to keep
good use of seaman in the future. Thank you very much.
- Capt. Lessai Tanaka. Ast. Manager, Business Dept. M/S Kyoei Tanker Co. Ltd, Tokyo, Japan

Wow! Makes me feel proud! Fantastic! Keep up this great work. God bless.
- Dr. R. Vis, Director, Viswalab, Headquarters, 12/40, Almeda Road, Houston, Texas 77045. U.S.A.

Most impressive, far beyond from what I had imagined. I am sure cadets passing out from
this institute will bring laurels not only to this institute but will make Indian maritime community proud.
- Mr. R.C. Bhavnani, Viswalab, Singapore, Pte. Ltd 80, Tagore Lane, Singapore 787501
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